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And once sent out a word
takes wing irrevocably
(Horace iviii.71.)

Editor’s
Note:

Rae McGregor
There is plenty for everyone in
this edition of Author.
Research is always an important
component of any writing whether
fiction, non-fiction or children’s
stories. We have some information
from good reservoirs of material
for authors to investigate. Tom
Lodge shows us how to make
some money from our writing –
he does. Maria Gill encourages
writers to talk in schools and be
paid. The importance of good
children’s books can never be
over-stated, and Richard Webster
an author of several hundred
books tells of an author who
inspired him when he was a
young boy.
Look too at the Structural
Reform Update which I am
sure will soothe fears members
may have of change within
our organisation. There are
also some changes to our
Professional Development
Programmes so check that out.
As we begin that mad dash
toward the end of the year when
November becomes swallowed
up in final activities at school
and work I hope you will all have
time over the holiday period
for some good writing. I look
forward to being with you all
again in 2015.

There’s always a busy hum in the office but it has
been especially so with the two American interns
we’re hosting for 5 months thanks to Global Links
Abroad. Melissa Hutt worked the first 10 weeks
and now Melanie Grew is with us until November
and both have contributed in a big way to our
administration responsibilities. Melissa came
along to two of our members’ book launches and
I took Melanie to Spit it Out, a spoken word event
organised by Auckland Branch member Anita
Arlov. We wanted them to experience what the
members of the Society get up to, not just us staff.
The last quarter has been dominated by the
search for funding. All in a day’s work for any notfor-profit organisation and always exciting when
you get a result. A grant from Pub Charity has
allowed us to buy a much needed laptop for the
office which I can also take to National Council
meetings, where I have the role of Secretary. Our
two desktops computers have also been updated
from Microsoft Office 2003 to 2013 – a leap of ten
years and I can’t help feeling this is symbolic of
other changes we are making.
Operational changes outlined in the Draft
Reform Proposal had absolutely no opposition
so we know we have your support to get on
with the reforms outlined. With this knowledge
we have been able to complete the Business
Plan for the next two years. I have put this
document on the website under About Us if
you would like to see the nitty gritty detail that
guides National Office decision making. We
have made some significant progress already
by updating the Professional Development

Dear Rae McGregor
The article on new publishers
(NZ Author July/Aug/Sept
2014) should have included
Writes Hill Press – note that we
advertise in The Author.
We began in November 2011,
with the publication of Fair
Weather Trampers – in the
N.Z. bush with the Cock & Bull
Tramping Club.

Programme. Claire Hill and I are also researching
the most effective way to manage consolidated
accounts, which accounting software to choose
and the best website developers for us. I’m
getting a clearer picture on how National Office
can communicate best with National Council
and Branch Officers and, more importantly, what
gets communicated. What I do know is that the
e-news is much loved and appreciated, and is an
effective way to share news of happenings in the
literary sector, from the Branches and from you
the members. The Author offers more in depth
articles and knowledge sharing.
Although governance reporting, fiscal
responsibility and communications tend to
dominate these reports, advocacy work and
attention to Freedom of Expression and PEN
issues are still a big part of my working week and
they are both such a large part of why we exist.
Many Branches are making plans for Courage Day,
held November 15, to raise awareness of writers
who are oppressed and imprisoned because of
what they write. Get along to one of these events
if you can.
Every day I interact with members who
volunteer their time to the organisation. It’s this
volunteer work from our members, and especially
from our Members’ Consultancy Committee,
Representatives, Branch Officers and National
Council, that makes us an effective community of
writers that spans the nation. I admire you all and
can’t thank you enough.

letter to the editor

Since then we have brought out:
an old soldier’s memoir, North
to the Apricots; Decision Time
a guide to choosing a rest home;
and the history of a Southland
farm which has been in the same
family for over a century.
In the pipeline are three more
works: including a biography
and a school history.
We use our expertise – Lynn

Peck’s book design and print
management won a Pride in
Print award, and I have long
experience in writing, research
and editing – to turn a raw
manuscript into a work of
quality. We publish with love.
Kind regards
Julia Millen, Director
Writes Hill Press
julia.m@xtra.co.nz

membership update

New Members: Mark Russell, Desiree Gezentsvey, Mari Hill Harpur, David Grierson, Kathryn van Beek, Matt Vance, Ryan Kershaw, Evita Fromter, Melissa Parsons,
Bruce Ansley, Sue Kingham, Mike Ponder, Angus St Clair Brown, Dan Rabarts, Fiona Tate, Mark Webster, Tristan Hooker, Lynne McKenzie, Raewyn Alexander, Marion
Townsend, Tony Ramsay, Sarah Worthington, Emma Vere-Jones, Serena Siegenthaler-Brown, Catherine Cooper, Maria Victoria Orsolino-Gardiner, Ben Illston, Heather
Mackay, Mike Taylor, Ian McCullock, Tracey Barnett, Keith Pine, Rebekah Tregonning, Richard Gwilt, Maree Robinson, Christopher McKinstry, Vanessa Paton-Myers,
Kinsa Hays, Heather Sylvawood, Mary Rillstone, Jane Allison, Jim Graydon, Yuan Yong Yang, Anna McPhee, Lauren Sleeman, Adrian Juhl, Samantha Ashworth,
Douglas LLoyd Jenkins, Virginia Innes-Jones, George Mihaljevich, Carène Wood, Valerie Meyer, Andrew Stiggers, Angela Koekkoek, Bridget Ann Sherlock, Jayne
Boesley, Candy Nalder, Mira Harrison-Woolrych, Jeni Curtis, Mohammed Al-Diery, Julie O'Brien, Christel Jeffs, Hong Xie, Nicki Judkins,, Bronwyn Sheerin. Rejoined:
Warwick Aiken, Aulis Alen, Stephanie McKee, Mary Cresswell, Helen Tatham, Sonia White, Graham Jackson, Vivienne Ball, Dawn Grant, Whitireia Community
Polytechnic – Writing, Mary McCallum, David Williams, Shona Wilson, Jan Harvey, Derin Attwood, TJ Hoekstra, Dianne Starrenburg, Tim Upperton, Ross Doughty,
Hazel Menehira, Jenny Barrer, Dawa Rowley, Juliana Venning, Erin Stagg, Jacqui Simpson, Serie Barford, Ann Russell, Jodi Wright, Spencer Wilson, Ceridwyn Roberts.
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obituary

President’s report

Mentor

Programme
2015
The NZSA’s Mentor
Programme is open
to applications from
December 1
Spend 20 hours over
6 months working with
some of New Zealand’s
best-known authors.
Mentorships start with
an orientation day for
all mentees, followed by
a face-to-face meeting
with your mentor.
NZSA surveys indicate
that the majority of
mentees achieve the
goals they set at the
beginning of their
mentorship, whether
it was completing a
first draft or having
work accepted for
publication.
For the first time we
will also be seeking
applications from comic
book writers.

Applications close 9
February 2015
If you want
professional
development, a safe
space to discuss your
work and substantive
feedback, this
programme
is for you.
Application forms can be
downloaded from our
website:

www.authors.org.nz
or email

office@nzauthors.org.nz
Subject to Creative NZ funding
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Growing
Enthusiasm
Kyle Mewburn

What a glorious spring we’ve had in Millers
Flat. An almost flawless run of frosty mornings
and blue sky days ... with an occasional snow
flurry whipping through from the south offering
timely reminders of just how short the growing
season here can be. It has inspired me to finally
replace the soil in the greenhouse. Several
years overdue.
Despite my best efforts to maintain fertility,
it’s always been a losing battle. Growing the
same narrow range of greedy crops in a confined
space for any length of time is bound to leave any
soil tired and depleted. So I’ve finally bitten the
bullet and imported some new “super gardening
mix”. A complex mixture of compost, bark,
seaweed and sawdust which is, so I’m told, the
ideal medium for growing almost anything. It
certainly looks up to the task. It’s dark, rich and
friable, yet retains moisture well. You can almost
smell the potential.
But it takes more than new garden beds to
ensure a good harvest in this fickle climate.
Local knowledge and experience play a part,
balanced by equal measures of creativity,
perseverance and constant experimentation. It
also pays to be flexible. To think outside the
box. Because the only gardening constant is
that each year will be different from the last.
The final ingredient is adequate preparation.
If you start off on the back foot the autumn will
inevitably hit you with a sucker-punch that sets
everything back to the brink of futility. This
year, I’m pleased to say, my seedlings are well
advanced ... for once.
Things are also well-advanced on the
NZSA front.
After much discussion and debate, and
having considered all the submissions to our
reform proposals, National Council has decided
to put two options to a national vote. (Details
can be found on pages 6 and 7) In effect it’s a
choice between bolstering the existing soil or
replacing it with a completely new mixture.
Whichever direction we take, it’s important we
start the new season on the front foot. To this
end, Jackie and Claire have been busily
revamping our existing programmes to ensure
they remain relevant and cost-effective. I’m
confident the changes will be warmly received.
Meanwhile National Council have been busily
plotting several flagship projects which we hope

to roll out over the coming year/s. These include:
1. Writers’ Memory Bank – an extensive
collection of interviews with notable authors
and illustrators. The ultimate aim being to
establish an easily-accessible on-line
repository of NZ’s literary heritage.
2. Members’ Bazaar – a one-stop on-line
showcase, eBook conversion and sales portal.
3. Consultancy Service – providing expert
advice on everything from writing synopses
to marketing e-books, illustration to comics
and everything in-between.
4. Service Directory – providing links to
editors, designers, proofreaders, translators
or other professional services.
5. Writers’ Agency – providing a forum through
which schools, universities and other
organisations are able to access and engage
writers directly.
(These initiatives could be included as part
of the major website upgrade for which we’re
currently securing funding.)
6. Professional Development Calendar of
events – workshops, discussions, lectures,
conversations and Master Classes targeting
specific aspects of the writing craft/
profession and catering to different levels,
genres and career stages. Selected events will
be recorded and made available as podcasts.
It will also include illustrator Master Classes,
mentorships and showcase events.
7. Children’s Laureate – coordinating the
campaign to establish this important position
as part of our wider advocacy role.
8. PEN – boosting our PEN profile to ensure
there is a strong local voice around freedom of
expression issues. We’re also investigating the
feasibility of hosting the International PEN
Congress in 2017.
Such projects and initiatives are representative
of the broader, long-term vision we have for the
Society. It is, we hope, also a recipe for growth.
In the short-term, however, we will need to
pick and choose carefully to ensure we aren’t
stretched beyond our financial and staffing
capabilities.
The next few years must, necessarily, be
about growth. We need to grow our membership
to ensure our activities remain financially
sustainable and we retain a strong voice when
advocating for authors’ rights. We need to grow
the range of services we provide to ensure we
remain relevant. We need to grow the
organisation at the grassroots level – e.g by
establishing local hubs – to ensure every
member has an opportunity to become involved,
feel engaged and receive support. And, lastly,
we need to grow satisfaction and, yes, even
pride in the Society so everyone will have no
hesitation in recruiting new members,
recommending NZSA to their friends or, better
still, getting involved.
It promises to be a busy year. I feel the sap
rising. Another summer of diligence and hard
work lies ahead. But I’m looking forward to a
bumper harvest.

Michael Gifkins
Lloyd Jones

I

knew Michael Gifkins as the author
of the ‘Bookmarks’ column in The
Listener, and as a notable short story
writer (Summer is the Cote D’Zur, the
Amphibians, and After the Revolution)
when in 1989, he turned up to Isola Bella
where I was in residence as that year’s
Katherine Mansfield Fellow. I opened
the door to a fellow who looked like he
could have come directly from a Gilbert
& Sullivan audition, a red Garibaldi shirt,
white cotton trousers. I never saw him in
jeans. A very thin veil of silver blonde hair
fell to his shoulders. He wore an earring.
His eyes were bright and lively, his
eyebrows were untamed, but not to the
extent when later in life they seemed to
acquire aeronautic qualities. He seemed
delighted to find me in. In fact, Michael
seemed to be delighted by everything
and everyone his eye fell upon. I invited
him home for lunch. He was delighted by
the rose, entranced by the avocado tree,
delighted by my children, and of course,
my wife. He was 44 years old. Two years
earlier he had been the KM Fellow and I
was surprised to learn that that had been
his first experience of Europe.
He was ten years my senior, more
urbane, and confident, and as observed
on that occasion, and in later years, he
placed a lot of stock in plain
old-fashioned courtesy. Bad manners,
especially the vanities of writers and
publishers, generally appalled him.
A year later, he was in touch to ask if he
could represent me. He had set up in
business as a literary agent, Michael Gifkins
& Associates. I never did learn who the
‘associates’ were. But I had no hesitation in
agreeing, and for the next 24 years up until
his death on July 28 this year Michael was
my agent and ‘first reader’.
His own stories were confidently told,
and assured, and often very funny. It was
a surprise to many when he weaned
himself off writing and threw himself into
the role of representing writers.
I once asked him why he stopped. He
said it was because he couldn’t write what
he wanted to write. A special something
lay just beyond his grasp. On that basis,
most writers would give up. But that was
his explanation. It led to him unleashing
his imagination on to the mundane details
of everyday life. His letters and emails
were of great entertainment value.

Perhaps the most memorable character he
created was himself.
He could hardly be missed at book
events, especially with that thin mane of
hair which persisted in combing to the last
remaining few strands. ‘Look out for a guy
who looks like Silas Marner,’ I told more
than one person who hadn’t met him
before and who needed a hand to identify
him in a crowded room.
Michael was a wonderful gossip. He was
also quick to find something positive to
say about someone or a piece of writing
which he didn’t necessarily care for. He
was encouraging to young editors,
especially young female ones. He was
always excited for his writers when they
had some success. He was a bright and
capable man. He gave of himself
generously and was tremendously

well-liked by all he came into contact with
on the international publishing scene. His
home was his castle, and it was from there
that he had his final send-off, attended by
leading figures in publishing and old
colleagues and writers.
James McNeish finished the eulogies
with a piece from a Fairburn poem which,
as James said, could have been written
with Michael in mind:
‘I have no wish to circle the globe
Have no desire to travel beyond
my chosen acre: would choose
To live in peace in one place
And make my life one stay.’
And with his death New Zealand
publishing has lost one of its more
colourful characters. He is very much
missed by all those lucky enough to have
been his friend.
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Draft Reform proposal
Do you know how well
your book is selling?
Nielsen BookScan reports
can tell you.
BookScan reports are a valuable tool in
tracking your book sales, monitoring the
effects of promotional campaigns,
making
business
decisions,
or with scoping potential for a new title
in a subject area.
For more information please contact:
Anna Hart phone 0800 447 029 or email
anna.hart@nielsen.com or visit our
website www.nielsenbookscan.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH
WRITERS'
WORKSHOPS
– FREE -

South Library,
66 Colombo St,
Friday 31 October
(5–7:30 pm)
and Saturday 1 November
(10am–6pm).
Workshops on writing
in different genres,
structure, poetry,
e-publishing and more.
For information go to
www.NZSACanterbury.
weebly.com
or contact Helen
Mongillo at 03 967 9523.
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Structural
Reform Update
Background

The Next Step

In response to our Strategic Review and
member survey, National Council proposed
a raft of structural and operational reforms.
We believed such reforms offered the best
opportunity for rejuvenating, modernising
and democratising our organisation to
ensure NZSA remained relevant, while
better meeting the needs of our increasingly
diverse membership.
We presented the reform proposals at the
last AGM then distributed them via The
Author and e-news, inviting submissions and
feedback. We received submissions from each
of the seven regions and 25 individual
members. Thanks to everyone who
participated in the process.
While there was overwhelming support for
the proposed Operational reforms, responses
to the Structural reforms were divided. Three
elements of the proposal received almost
universal support – i.e reducing the size of
National Council, terms extended to 3 years
and on-line elections. While the proposal to
appoint a President from National Council
rather than holding direct elections was
widely seen as being the best model to
promote leadership stability and continuity,
National Council has always maintained
implementing this reform would only be
appropriate in the context of a national
election model. There was only muted support
for the proposal that National Council become
a Board, so this proposal has been withdrawn.
The only real division centred around the
model for electing members to National
Council. In this case opinions were divided
between those who supported a national
election model, and those who supported
retaining the current regional representation
model. Further analysis of the responses
revealed this split was roughly along urban/
regional lines. Generally speaking members in
the four major centres were more or less
opposed to the notion of national elections,
while members in regional centres were
almost universally supportive. This division of
opinion was also evident at National Council.

After much analysis, discussion and debate,
National Council has voted to present two
models for members’ consideration by way of
an on-line survey. Broadly speaking the choice
is between a new nationally-elected model
or a modified version of the present regional
representation model. In both cases all elections
will be conducted through National Office along
similar lines to the current Presidential elections
– i.e candidates will provide a short statement
outlining their background, interests and
relevant experience so that members are able to
make informed decisions.
The nationally elected governance model is
based on a “best candidates equals best
governance” approach which argues National
Council’s key role is to act in the best
interests of the Society and all members
regardless of regional affiliations, so it is
essential the best possible candidates are able
to be nominated and elected. Allowing every
member to vote for each National Council
place encourages greater engagement and
ensures the majority of members feel
enfranchised.
The regional representation governance
model is based on a “local candidates equals
more representative governance” approach
which argues it is essential for each region to
have a mandated voice at National Council to
preclude “capture” by larger centres or
regions. By giving local members a direct link
to National Council the regional delegate
model ensures that Branches continue to feel
enfranchised.

Key considerations
When considering each model the key
questions are:
Which model do you believe will most
likely generate an effective and cohesive
governing body?
Which model do you believe will most
likely engage and enfranchise the wider
membership?
We encourage every member to engage in
the process to ensure the final outcome
accurately reflects the membership’s view.
Best wishes from the National Council.

Option 1
– Nationally elected governance model
1. The National Council will consist of a President and FIVE
council members.
2. Any full NZSA member may be nominated for a position on
National Council. All National Council positions will be decided
by a national poll of all members.
3. In each election round the top polling candidates from the
North and South Islands will be appointed to National Council.
This ensures there will be a minimum of two representatives
from each Island on NC at all times.
4. The President will be elected by a separate national poll of
all members.
5. All elections will be conducted by way of on-line voting
managed through National Office with provision for members
to submit votes via post or email.
6. The term of National Council members and President will be
extended to three years.
7. The primary role of National Council members will be strategic
planning and governance. However, each National Council
member will also take responsibility for either a key portfolio
or a specific project targeting key strategic goals.
8. Each National Council member will become a ‘point of contact’
for members on a specific issue or group of issues, for example,
advocacy, programmes, digital publishing, PEN. This will
ensure members know who they can talk to if they have an
idea or concern that they feel needs to be raised or a question
the website can’t answer.

Option 2
– Regional representation governance model
1. The National Council will consist of a President and FIVE
council members.
2. National Council members will be nominated and elected by
each region.
3. The President will be elected by a separate national poll of all
members.
4. The number of regions will be reduced from SEVEN to FIVE
consisting of THREE North Island regions and TWO South
Island regions reflecting the geographic spread of members.
5. All elections will be conducted by way of on-line voting
managed through National Office with provision for members
to submit votes via post or email.
6. The term of National Council members and President will be
extended to three years.
7. Each National Council member will take responsibility for
either a key portfolio or a specific project targeting key
strategic goals.
8. The role of Regional Delegates will also change so that they
are less representative of a particular branch and its meeting
attendees, and more representative of the wider membership
in their region.

Change in the Role of Regional Delegates
Current practice has led to a situation where Regional Delegates
are nominated by and remain beholden to branch meetings and
branch committees. Under the new regional representation

model this will change (as was the original intention when the
regional model was established).
Under the revised Regional model Delegates will:
• maintain close contact with branches in their region but will
not necessarily attend branch meetings or act as members of
branch committees,
• maintain contact with established writers in their region to
develop professional networks and foster the development of
literary interest groups (hubs) within the region,
• foster discussion on NZSA and literary matters among
members within the region,
• be a contact point so that any member within the region can
ask questions or raise matters of interest or concern.

How to Respond
All members are encouraged to have a say.
Deadline is 31st ?November.
• Go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/NZSAgovernancemodel
and make you choice.
Or
• Write to National Office with your choice, you will need to
include your membership number for your response to be
included in the survey. director@nzauthors.org.nz or NZSA,
PO Box 7701, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141

CompleteMS
Full Manuscript Assessment
Opens 3 March 2015
This programme provides writers with
essential critical feedback on an
advanced work, moving it closer to
publication. Manuscripts should be at
2nd or 3rd draft stage in any genre –
the emphasis being on a completed
work that requires the objective view
of an experienced assessor to provide
constructive critiquing and suggestions
for improvement.
A selection panel will choose successful
projects that will be matched with an
assessor specialising in that genre.
Deadline for applications is

8 May 2015

For application forms please visit our website
from 23 February

www.authors.org.nz
or email

office@nzauthors.org.nz
Subject to Creative NZ funding
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research

_Digital newspapers
_Digital magazines
_Book printing
_PhotoBooks
_Resource books
_TransPromo
_Books on demand
_Versioned newsletters
_Learning materials

Books of one

The
Hocken
Collection
– A key resource for Otago research.

TruePress

Talk to us about wholesale rates
operations@printstop.co.nz

StartWrite
Chapter and
Synopsis Assessment

Opens 16 February 2015
This service assists writers
who have completed
part of a manuscript
by providing them with
a professional overview
of their work.
The service is available
to all New Zealand
writers, and we have 28
StartWrite Assessments
that are subsidised for
NZSA members.
It offers a 1 – 2 page
assessment of an
extract of work.
Opens 16 February and
runs all year until the 28
subsidised assessments
have been utilised.
To take advantage of this
popular service, contact

office@nzauthors.org.nz
or download forms from our
website from 9 February

www.authors.org.nz
Subject to Creative NZ funding
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History
When Dr Thomas Morland Hocken (1836 – 1910) gifted his private collection to
the city of Dunedin he could hardly have imagined it would grow to become a
significant collection with international prestige.
The initial deposit continued to attract additional gifts of private collections and
items.
Material related to the history and development of the city, the region, New
Zealand, it’s links with the pacific and it’s neighbours found a secure location. Much
of the material was unindexed and unique regional government records, historic
church records, industrial records, sports,educational and climatic and cultural
information flowed into the repository.
The management and organisation of the collection was entrusted to the
University of Otago and in due course a special building was designated to
accommodate the material.
The size of collection and it’s potential value for research drew an ever increasing
demand for adequate climate controlled space and adequately skilled staff to
record, index, sort, access and store irreplaceable items and collections.
The collections rapidly outgrew the accommodation

Collection
When the former controlled temperature cheese store on Anzac Avenue became
available the Otago University purchased and modified the building for its new
purpose.
It is now a central repository for valuable records generated in or about Otago
and New Zealand. Social and economic history in the form of documents,
correspondence, financial transactions, industrial and religious records relating to
the lives of the region and it's population. The impact of the gold discoveries and
the establishment of major industry and service companies are captured in
documents and thousands of historic photographs.

Using the Collection
A vast amount of the collection is indexed and the library produces introductory
guides to the collection and are available on request
A General Guide

Residences

Shipping Records

Education

Births, deaths and marriages

Internet Sources

Occupations
A skilled graduate staff now manages this exceptional resource and has a well
respected reputation for assisting researchers to explore available original material.
The Hocken Collection is within easy walking distance from the University and
motel accommodation. Car parking is somewhat restricted but there are some
disabled spaces. Research facilities are ample and a ‘lunch room’ allows for
comfortable breaks.

Auckland Museum

Library
Sue Gee

The Auckland Museum
Library welcomes researchers
and visitors to Auckland. To
visit Tamaki Paenga Hira is a
beautiful experience.

O

ne recent Saturday, I parked
in the green expanse of the
Domain and sat a moment
to enjoy the view across the
city, the Waitemata Harbour and beyond
to Rangitoto.
Navigating the revolving glass door into
the Museum requires a moment of
sychronisation. This day, it was
transformation. The Atrium reverberated
with the glorious sound of Pacific Island
voices. Visitors and staff gazed upwards
in wonder. A Samoan choir sang with
great passion. The choir was from PIC
Newton, a church I had frequented on
many occasions during my years as
a photographer.
The Museum Library is comfortably
furnished and features reminders from

another era: beautiful curved wooden
book cases and a wooden card catalogue
cabinet, its drawers filled with subject
cards, threaded onto long steel rods. In
the yellow womens’ sector, I looked for
Chan, (my family name,) Chong or Choy
with no joy, but checking out Chaplin,
there were thirteen.
I was interested in what I might find out
about Cantonese villages. I’ve been
researching and writing Poems and
Stories from a Winsome Water Dragon,
something that seems to be taking a long
time. Digging around, to find more about
my Guangdong South China roots, I didn’t
mind what I discovered. At the desk, the
very helpful Zoe tapped into the
computer and up came entry MS-94-14.
While we were chatting away, Hugh
emerged from behind the glass walls of
the reading room with a beautiful box and
placed it on the long wooden table. It took
me a second to realise... Three years ago,
I was awarded one of the first NZSA–
Auckland Museum research grants. Then,
requests were written down and taken to
the back room and a waiting period
ensued. Now, it’s all e-mail, pings, tablets

and very quick delivery.
Inside the box were Chinese calligraphy
scrolls, photographs, posters and flags
belonging to the Kuomintang (Chinese
Nationalist Party), Auckland Branch. The
collection was discovered during
demolition of a building at 217 Hobson St
and had been kept by Wah Lee at 220
Hobson St before being transferred to the
Auckland Museum in 1993. It was
fascinating to handle the scrolls. There
was a sense of poetry about them. One
appeared to have been painted on to
wallpaper and mounted on card. The
germ of new work was sowed as I
pondered content and provenance.
In addition to manuscripts, maps,
memorabilia, books, oral history
recordings, drawings, photographs and a
wide range of journals, the Museum
Library has a collection of art prints.
Hugh told me this. He said They’re kept
in a secret spot, because they’re worth
a lot. Apparently, one needs curatorial
approval in order to see something, but
this just means an e-mail prior and it’s
okay. He also said there is a huge
collection of ephemera. When I asked
how huge, he indicated a space I would
roughly equate to a large shipping
container. Something worth keeping in
mind when looking for inspiration.
There was a bonus for me that day.
Inside the beautiful box was a copy of
Lionel Terry’s book The Shadow, in
which he explains why, in 1905, he shot
Joe Kum Yung from behind, not even
knowing who he was; also, a small, 1926
Dunedin publication: The Story of the
Canton Villages Mission. In a day of
synchronicity, the yearning to know more
about the life of early Chinese settlers,
and my ancestral village was satisfied.
I can warmly recommend research at
Tamaki Paenga Hira, the Auckland
Museum. The collection is strong in the
manuscript and photograph collections
relating to Auckland’s history, 19th
Century settlement, war and Aotearoa/
NZ’s natural and social history. In
addition to the main library, there are
information hubs: Te Kakano in the Maori
court; in the Natural History gallery and
in The Armoury where a staff member
can answer questions about the resources
and exhibitions. The online catalogue is a
good place to start your research as
digital projects are underway to give
access to the collections, part of a
museum-wide initiative to have a strong
presence beyond the museum’s walls.
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research

The Stout
Research Centre
for New Zealand Studies

Bill Laxon Maritime Library

Voyager New Zealand
Maritime Museum
Marleene Boyd
Librarian
Bill Laxon Maritime Library

Lydia Wevers

The Stout Research Centre is
part of Victoria University of
Wellington. It was established
in 1984 by Jock Philips, to
undertake investigation into
the society, history and culture
of New Zealand.

Working as a sole charge
librarian at Voyager New
Zealand Maritime Museum
is one of the most rewarding
and challenging roles I have
ever had in my career.

R

equests arrive from all over the
world. The majority are from
the public searching for 19th
century immigrant passenger
lists to New Zealand, information about
the ships their family travelled in, ship
photographs, shipping company histories
and crew information. More recently I
have received an increasing number of
requests from authors researching for
historical maritime information (including
students working on their Phd’s) and
film companies looking for information,
photographs or plans.
I receive over 1600 research requests
each year. To help me I have a great team
of volunteers that assist with many day to
day aspects of library work and special
projects, which enable me to work on
the in depth research projects.
The Bill Laxon Maritime
Library has over 8,000
books and periodicals in
the collection. The
collection was established
with books, serials, archives
and photographs from the
Auckland Maritime Society
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(AMS), Auckland Harbour Board (AHB),
Wharton and Bill Laxon Collections. In
additional there are numerous small
ephemera collections which I also manage.
The photograph collections number over
500,000 individual items. Digitization of
photographs is done on a case by case
basis due to the need to comply with
copyright legislation from all over the
world. Indexing individual photographs is
done by library volunteers.
The Library holds one of the largest
collections of shipping company histories
in New Zealand, numerous volumes of
Lloyd’s Registers of Shipping as well as NZ
yachting registers and Registers of
Australia and New Zealand shipping. Major
archive collections include the Auckland
Harbour Board Archives 1871–1988,
Northern Steamship Company archives,
Mururoa Peace Archives,
Auckland Coastguard,
Royal Institute of
Naval Architects
collection and
Auckland Stevedoring
Company Ltd.
Compiling and

typing inventories of the archive
collections is done by library volunteers.
The Library collections are used by staff
for research for Museum exhibitions; to
update labels in the galleries and to help
identify objects donated to the Museum.
School curriculum based programmes
for children are developed by the
Education staff with assistance from the
Library. The Marketing team use
photographs and the library to illustrate
events and add stories and information
on all things maritime to the Voyager
website: www.maritimemuseum.co.nz
Recent projects include: supplying
images for a restaurant in the Northern
Steamship Company building, Quay
Street. Curating temporary exhibitions
e.g. Milford Girls Life-Saving Club
1930s–1940s and Travel on board ships
19th century to World War Two. Curating
online exhibitions for Voyager website:
e.g. Commemoration of the Battle of the
Atlantic, 1939–1945; PS GOVERNOR
WYNYARD, 1852 the first steamship to be
built in New Zealand; Auckland Ferry
Building; Bean Rock lighthouse; Hobson
Wharf and T.S.S. EARNSLAW. Providing
photographs for the Shipping episode of
the TV series Making NZ.
It never ceases to amaze me what I find
when I open boxes that I have not looked
in before and the feedback that I get
when I write about the items or put them
on display.
Every day in the Library is completely
different and could include searching for
information for clients and staff, helping
visitors in a Voyager gallery, printing
photographs for clients, cataloguing,

top left: Northern Chief, built 1886,
287 tons. W. A. Laxon Collection,
Voyager New Zealand Maritime
Museum. [2005.352]
Above: Viaduct to Freeman’s Bay 1930.

Auckland Harbour Board Album 43,
Voyager NZ Maritime Museum
Bottom left: Freeman’s Bay, 1912.

Auckland Harbour Board Album 67,
Voyager NZ Maritime Museum
Middle left: Maxwell’s Acme Coasting

Table, ca 1920s and bakelite slipcover.
Voyager NZ Maritime Museum

supervising Library volunteer
projects, writing a book review, a
talk or an article.
Future proofing access to the
collections by cataloguing and
indexing will enable requests in the
future to be answered more
efficiently. Compiling directories,
writing articles and curating
exhibitions showcase what we have
and what we can help with. Giving
talks to community groups
highlight the special nature of the
Voyager maritime collections.
One of the best days working at
Voyager was during the opening
ceremony of the 2011 Rugby World
Cup; 600 Maori warriors entered
the Voyager marina and departed
on waka to participate in the
opening ceremony in Auckland’s
Viaduct Harbour. My best estimate
is that 10,000 people watched the
waka in and around Voyager.
Marleene@maritimemuseum.co.nz

I

n what he described as the ‘cruel and
cold’ winter of 1981 Jock went to
look at a grand but deserted house
on the Terrace which was for sale. He
photographed its stained glass windows and
realised they contained the initials RS, for
Robert Stout, Chief Justice, Prime Minister
and founder of Victoria University. It gave
him the idea of using the house for a research
centre, like the Humanities Research Centre
in Canberra or the Charles Warren Center for
American History at Harvard. The following
year Victoria got a new Vice Chancellor,
Ian Axford, who was enthusiastic about the
idea and the Stout Centre was established.
Unfortunately the Stout mansion on the
Terrace was subjected to arson but the Robert
Stout windows were rescued from demolition,
restored and grace our seminar room.
The Stout Research Centre is the only New
Zealand Studies Centre in the country. It is
open to independent scholars and scholars
from other universities, both in New Zealand
and around the world, who have a research
project with a New Zealand dimension which
needs some academic support. We have a lot
of visiting scholars from overseas-the US,
Canada, Germany, the UK, Austria, France,
Spain in recent years-and these scholars have
access to the university’s facilities as well as
the National Library, Te Papa, and Archives.
We also have graduate students who are
studying for Masters or a PhD.
Most ‘Stouties’ apply for one of our
non-stipendiary residencies. If their proposal
is accepted by the Research Committee, they
will be offered desk space in the Stout for a
period of time during which they get access
to the university library and community.
Every year we offer the CLL and JD Stout

Fellowships. The CLNZ / NZSA Research
Fellowship gives a writer a chance to be in an
academic environment and puts a bit of extra
fizz into the Stout. Last year’s recipientwas
Witi Ihimaera and this year’s is Hannah August.
The JD Stout is the Rolls Royce Fellowship.
Generously funded by the Stout Trust, the
Fellowship is awarded annually to a ‘scholar of
high standing’ with an established publication
record to undertake a particular project. The
recipient is offered a room and a salary and in
effect becomes a VUW staff member for a
year. The Fellowship is not awarded to anyone
whose research is concurrently supported by
their regular employment, nor for the writing
of a PhD, and is not normally granted for the
continuation of an existing project. Previous
scholars have included Judith Binney, Geoff
Park, Colin James, Don Akenson, Rachel
Barrowman, Joan Druett and John and Hilary
Mitchell. The 2014 JD Stout Fellow is Vincent
O’Malley, author (among other books) of The
Meeting Place: Mãori and Pãkehã
Encounters, 1642-1840 (Auckland University
Press), which was a finalist in the general
non-fiction category at the 2013 NZ Post Book
Awards. Vincent is working on a new history
of the Waikato Wars.
One of the things the Stout Centre provides
for researchers and scholars is a lively
intellectual environment. We run annual
seminar series. This year the subject was
‘Wellington’ and speakers covered a range of
dimensions of our city including theatre
history, economic opportunities, the film
industry and how the treaty settlement process
has affected local iwi. We hold an annual
conference. Last year’s was ‘Rethinking War-Is
there anything new that can be said about the
First World War?’. This year we will be looking
at national identity. At the end of every year we
hold Research Round-Up, residents and
scholars talking about current research. The
Stout Centre residents and students are
expected to come to seminars and conferences
and we also meet for lunch every Thursday,
which facilitates friendships, networks and the
exchange of ideas. The Stout Centre also
publishes the Journal of New Zealand
Studies online. Last year it got more than
22,000 hits.
The New Zealand Author #299 OCT/Nov/Dec 2014
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Publishing

Beware the
Ides of
May.

Professional Development
is a step towards Publication
For 2015 we have given the Programmes and Services we offer our members
an overhaul. We’re excited about the changes and know they add value to our
Professional Development options that are already popular and successful.
Adult Mentorship
Programme

Jean Gorman

King Richard the Lionheart, was the beloved king of the
English (especially at a time distance of eight hundred
years). Possibly beloved because said king only ever spent
six months of his ten year reign in England.

N

earing the end of the second
of The Lionheart Chronicles,
I could feel a third creeping
up on me, so I took off for the
month of May to research his history in
Aquitaine. I was tempted by the French
Tourist Board ‘to retrace the route of this
troubadour lord’, and travel Le Route
Coeur de Lion visiting nineteen castles
scattered across the Limousin. I fondly
imagined his castles with informative
guides, museums with whatever museums
have, and books about him with some
authentic skinny. Hah! Romantic!
The castles were largely in private
ownership. ‘Trespassers will be shot.’
Nothing changes, trespassers always
were. What happened to the French
revolution? I thought all the aristos were
separated from their curly locks from the
neck up! I can now reveal that their
cuzzy-bro found their way back and are
now running the European Union in order
to fund the restoration of some wonderful
historic monuments. The public are
seldom allowed in – apart from high days
and holidays – which in France are all in
August, so don’t go in May!
As for the rest, the people on the gate
are keen to separate you from your ten
Euros and smile, but rarely do they have
any knowledge of the Lionheart. ‘Ee was
an English king,’ they explain.
But ‘ang on! Lionheart didn’t speak
English, ‘ee spoke Languedoc! Also called
‘Occitan’, the language of Aquitaine.
In the French mind, La Belle France
has always been as she is today. The fact
that in Lionheart’s day, France comprised
Paris and a small area around does not
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enter into the equation. I wanted to know
about Lionheart as Duke of Aquitaine,
Poitou and Angers. Tough! There are
many castles in France called Chateau du
Diable, and who were the Devils?
The English.
They still are. As one would expect,
France is imbued with a singularly
French view of history. The wicked King
Richard waged war against Philippe of
France. Hmm! Only after Philippe had
incited the Germans to capture
Lionheart, on the way home from the
Crusade, and then paid them to hang on
to him for a couple of years. Meanwhile,
Philippe persuaded Prince John to seize
England, promoted rebellion in Aquitaine,
and tried to grab Normandy with a huge
army. Fortunately for my stories,
Lionheart then trounced him with a tiny
force of mercenaries.
So what did I learn?
1) Always go with a friend, when driving
on the right, to kerb your leftist

tendencies before you are involved in
anything fatal.
2) Never go with a friend; they are
disinclined to spend eight hours
outside a castle, drinking coffee while
you rhapsodise inside.
3) Never hire a car in a city – you can’t
park. In the country, hire a car –
there’s no public transport.
4) Book an apartment (in a city) or a
house in the country, it’s cheaper than
hotels and more conducive to writing
than a backpackers. (Book with vrbo.
com or airbnb.co.nz – neither exactly
intuitive names!)
5) Don’t be beguiled by tourist
dis-information using famous historical
names to lure you to spend money in a
region that has absolutely nothing to
recommend it from a historian’s point
of view.
La Route Coeur de Lion! Pah!
For more information on Jean:
www.medievalauthor.com

Top: Commarques,
a castle inhabited
for thousands
of years.
Above: Rebuilding
a traditional stone
roof, no concrete,
no leaks, no
earthquakes!
Left: Jean Gorman.

Our Adult Mentorship Programme
is for writers and illustrators
who want professional
development, a safe space to
discuss their work, intellectual
community, role models,
accountability and substantive
feedback. Not all writers and
illustrators want the same thing
but all hope to find encouragement
and support and end up closer to a
publishable manuscript.
The mentorship will start with an
orientation day where the mentees
come together at the beginning of
the programme. This day has been
set up so the mentees can learn
about how to get the best from their
mentorship and to create a mini
community of writers.
The mentees will be able to draw
from a larger pool of mentors and
the register will become a source of
inspiration when thinking about
what sort of mentor is sought rather
than a limiting list. No matches will
be confirmed until the mentor and
mentee have had a conversation to
ensure a they can establish a
productive rapport. We will assist
all mentees to have at least one face
to face meeting with their mentor
once the pairing is confirmed.
For the mentors, the number of
mentoring hours has increased to
give more reading time, and we
have increased the fee paid to
allow for that.
Both mentor and mentee will get
a booklet to guide them through
the mentorship.
We are looking into having
comic and illustrator mentorships
this year. To help cover the extra
costs that come with these
changes we have reduced the
number of mentorships on offer
from 16 to 12.

The Youth Mentorship
Programme will continue without
changes for the mentee, however
as with the adult programme the
mentors will be given more
reading time and a fee
commensurate with the hours
spent mentoring.
These changes have come about
from mentee and mentor feedback
and general industry developments
with mentorships. Adult
applications open 1 December
2014. Youth Applications open 2
February 2015

CompleteMS – Full
Manuscript Assessment
The Manuscript Assessment
Programme has been renamed
CompleteMS to more clearly
differentiate and define it.
CompleteMS is competitive and
this year we will again offer 13
subsidised assessments.
Applicants needs to have a
completed manuscript. The
recipients are matched with an
assessor and the writer then sends
on the full manuscript. Once the
assessor has written a
comprehensive and constructive
critique guiding the writer as to
how the manuscript can be
improved to bring it closer to
publishable standard, they return
the assessment and notated MS to
the writer.
The writer can then schedule a
Q&A session of up to an hour with
their assessor to discuss the report.
There are no other changes.
Applications open 2 March 2015

StartWrite –
Chapter and Synopsis
Assessment.
The Manuscript Appraisal
Programme has been renamed
StartWrite to more clearly
differentiate and define it as a

chapter and synopsis assessment
service. This programme is
non-competitive and works on a
first come, first served basis. The
writer submits a chapter and
synopsis and we send this on to an
assessor who writes 1 – 2 pages of
feedback to guide the writer as
they continue to work on their
manuscript. This programme is
particularly useful for writers
seeking feedback in the early
stages of their project. There have
been no changes to the process –
however, in the past the fees
offered to our assessors for this
service have arguably been too
low. We have budgeted to increase
the fee from $140 to $160 so that
we are offering a fairer reward for
what breaks down to an average of
3hrs reading and report writing.
28 StartWrite Assessments will
be on offer and we will start
accepting submissions 16 February
2015

Assessors Register
The more authors we have on
our register, the more genres
covered which is better all round
for our members. See the
advertisement on page 21 calling
out for assessors, if you have the
skills we’d love to hear from you.

Selection Panelists
Our selector fees will increase to
take account of the work involved
in the selection process. It’s an
important job and the increased
fee per application will be welcome
and is long overdue.
The Professional Development
Programme is possible each year
thanks to invaluable support from
Creative NZ. Our application for
the 2015 programme is with them
now and we will hear early
November if we have been
successful.
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Publishing

Making

money
Thomas lodge

So you want to be a professional writer of fiction and
you want to indie publish. Contrary to what you have
been led to believe there is money to be made and
success to be had.

I

t is true that 90% of Indie publishers
fail to make any money or very little
money but the reason for this is not
that there isn’t money to be got but
that the basic rules for success are not
followed. Indie authors fail to grasp that
as an Indie publisher you have to become
a business person and you must treat
the venture as a business. If you find this
thought abhorrent and believe that you
are a writer and not a business person
then you will fail. When I talk professional
writer I mean making a reasonable and
liveable income.
When I decided to take the plunge into
self-publishing I first took a look at the
industry and where best I could apply my
limited time for the best possible return. I
quickly dismissed print books. Retailers
want 6 months credit and year’s sale or
return. It needs distribution or going door
to door begging for shelf space and
offering books on consignment and even
if successful, the New Zealand market for
fiction books is limited and selling books
out of the boot of a car might make a few
bucks but it was never going to make me
a professional writer. Print books are well
and truly the domain of the traditional
publishers and for those of you able to
find an agent and gain acceptance with a
publisher – great. For those of you like
me where neither the industry nor agents
had any interest that meant
self-publishing and for me that meant
e-books.
The three most important start steps:
1. Successful Indie Publishing is a
business just like any other business
but unlike most business much of the
advertising and marketing cost is in
time although some money needs to be
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spent. The first step is obvious. Write a
book readers want to read. It’s easy
enough to figure out what readers like.
Look at the best seller lists and look at
the Amazon top 100 lists. Some little
known information: in all except one
genre 60% of the books sold on
Amazon are by Indie Publishers. The
one exception to this rule is thrillers.
Of all the thrillers sold 75% are from
traditional publishers. Write a book
that is professional presented; edited
correctly and a good story, note: your
mother or best friend are not the best
judges. Get it professionally assessed.
Categorizing your book is important. If
you don’t then having it found through
a random search on Amazon is not
going to happen. Have an appealing
cover design and a good sales blurb. If
nothing else ensure the first three
chapters are the best you have ever
written. With Amazon’s look/inside on

‘‘

The New Zealand market for
fiction books is limited and
selling books out of the boot
of a car might make a few
bucks but it was never
going to make me a
professional writer.

”

the sales page a potential reader can
assess the writer’s skill and book
readability before purchase.
2. In my opinion do not list anywhere
other than Amazon. They are the
biggest and most importantly you can
promote on Amazon. Every 90 days
entitle you to do freebie promotions or
discount promotions. I have done both
and a steady sales flow always follows.
More books gaining a spin off from the
promos would increase sales and it
does increase awareness. This why it is
important to select a genre and create
a series if possible. Lee Child only
writes Jack Reacher books and the
reason for this should be obvious; if it
isn’t you are in the wrong business.
Also for any promotional activities you
try you can monitor sales on Amazon
hourly. It is important to know what
marketing tactics work and to know
that quickly.
3.Website. Have a good one. It is your
shop and main promotional tool. You
only have two sales options available to
you. Amazon and the website.
Above all there is a not so well kept
secret to self-publishing, a secret rarely
listened to and never heeded but it is the
key and if followed you might just be
successful. If no attempt is made to
adhere to it then your book is doomed to
languish and gather dust and cobwebs on
the electronic shelves of Amazon. What is
this mysterious secret?
Hard work. Yes that’s it. Plain old
hard work.
In the end having a good book is no
guarantee of sales. Having on a presence
on Amazon has absolutely no value if no
one knows it is there. Once finished your

book is just a product like a can of beans
or a cone of Gelato and the world will
never shed a tear if your great work of art
is never read.
It takes 2 to 3 years to begin
establishing regular income from e-books.
It is not likely to happen sooner but of
course there are exceptions. You need to
build a twitter following 50,000 plus and
this will take approximately 18 months. It
is laborious I know but once you have
achieved this level a few tweets per day
can send 200 to 300 visiting your website.
Tweeting will also bring in an enormous
number of offers from bloggers and other
book promotional organisations. Have a
half page sales blurb ready with a photo
of the book and get it out. Get reviews.
Force friends and acquaintances to give
you reviews. There are now many sites
that specialise in reviews. You will receive
emails from specialist blog sites offering
to send freebie info if you sign up for
newsletters. Join them all. Join clubs on
Facebook and LinkedIn. Sometimes there
are lucky breaks. For example in one
email I received a promotional from a
new company, ZEST in the UK who were

‘‘

Write a book that is
professional presented;
edited correctly and a good
story, note: your mother or
best friend is not the
best judges.

”

looking for new books to promote and
establish themselves. The marketing was
free for the first 50 authors. I sent my
book in and it flew into the Amazon top
100 within a few days and has stayed as a
top seller for some months now.
Now this is where the hard work comes
in. Every single day you need to allot time
to marketing. Clear emails. Flick into
twitter and follow and unfollow. Send off

tweets and drive as many as you can to
your website and Amazon page. Have a
sales orientated website with pages of
interest (this can be anything from
photos of cats to lost treasure locations).
Tweeting is not just about promoting your
book it is about attracting interest.
Someone visiting to look at the cat photo
might see the book and decide to buy it.
Also remember everyone is tweeting ‘buy
my book’ so a cat photo will stand out.
Add images of our books on the web all
hyperlinked to Amazon. Mostly the
message is keep at it keep at it and keep
at it. Slowly but surely your profile and
sales will grow.
For those of you who are lost when it
comes to marketing, never fear help is
near. I used a marketing consultant
Jocelyn Watkin, (there are others) to
help steer me in the right direction and
more importantly to help me establish a
daily routine.
– Thomas Lodge writes under
the nom de plume Thomas Ryan.

Feeling motivated? The NZSA booklet Marketing Your Book is offered at the
discounted price of $10 plus postage for all orders placed by members between now
and 31 December. Email office@nzauthors.org.nz
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Talking
it up for a
worthwhile fee
Maria Gill

R

egardless of whether
you write for
children or adults
you have probably
considered doing a school visit
… Here are some pointers –
and something for you to think
about, as it concerns all writers
trying to make a living writing
books.
We need to get away from thinking of a
school visit as a promotional drive to sell
our books. Schools don’t have time in
their curriculum to listen to an author or
illustrator do a heavy-sell on their book.
This isn’t the right venue. Consider doing
a book signing, library visit, or tagging
onto another event instead. Very few
authors sell many books at schools so if
that is your objective you’re failing right
from the start.
When you do a book talk in a school
think of how you are going to entertain
your audience. The schools want to see
their pupils learn something from your
visit too. Consider the following topics to
talk about:
• Show students the process you went
through when writing or illustrating
the book
• Talk about how you researched it
• Tell anecdotes about information you
learned while researching,
interviewing or writing it
• Share writing and/or illustration tips
you used while creating the book
• If the book has a theme or topic
share that knowledge with them
verbally and with visuals
• Talk about how writing or illustrating
books requires hard work and
perseverance
• Share which type student you were
when you were their age (e.g. noisy,
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quiet, studious) and how you
overcame obstacles to get to
where you are now
•
Inspire kids to achieve
their dreams or goals
Children have short
attention spans. Make your
talk entertaining – humour is
a fantastic way to connect
with your audience. Ask lots of questions
and have the students interact with you
by asking them to hold things for you,
read with you, or have several students
read chorus-style from your book. Get
students to role-play a scene in your book
– whether it is fiction or non-fiction, this
works exceptionally well with kids. Ask
quiz questions at the end to see how
much they have remembered.
Every 5–10 minutes switch to the next
topic to keep those restless minds
engaged. They’ll soon show or tell you if
they’re bored – kids aren’t subtle! Look
for the signs: moving about, talking to
person next to them, daydreaming, and/
or inappropriate behaviour. Change to
the next topic and get them interacting
with you. Always plan for this and have

‘‘

Very few authors sell many
books at schools so if that is
your objective you’re failing
right from the start.

”

fun activities in reserve. If you’re using
PowerPoint make sure it is visual-heavy
rather than text-loaded. If it is the latter
they’ll be too busy reading it rather than
listening to you. Use funny visuals – it is a
simple way to get them laughing. You can
use photographs, cartoons, illustrations
and videos – anything that ties in with
what you are saying. PowerPoint helps
your brain remember what is coming up
next, too. This enables you to speak
without using notes. Always have a Plan
B in case the PowerPoint doesn’t work.
Either laminate your visuals or organise
something else to do instead.
Practise your presentation many times
before you do the talk. Tape it and listen
to how you sound. Strive for a voice that
expresses your passion for the subject. If
you talk too quietly they won’t hear you
– aim your voice to the person at the back
of the room. If you stumble or it’s a
monotone – it’s uncomfortable to listen
to. Practise until you know it really well
and it flows smoothly. Consider getting
some coaching if you are still not
confident.
Invest in props. They can be artefacts,
stuffed toys or puppets, crafts, miniature
objects, and/ or other information sources
that support your books. A good chunk of
your audience won’t be audio learners –
they need visuals to stimulate them to
continue listening.
If you can sing or draw – play to your
strengths. If you cannot – don’t go there!
You will need to invest time and money
to produce a slick author talk that will be
worthy of a school visit. Once you’ve
spent all that energy you should be
recompensed properly for your time. If
you talk for free or ask for a token
payment you are not only robbing
yourself for all the time you’ve spent
organising it but you are undermining
every other author or illustrator who is
trying to make a living from writing.
Even if you are working full-time in
another job it makes sense for you to get
paid for your work. If it is just a hobby for
you perhaps you might want to consider
connecting with your audience at library
talks or other public events only. Paid
school visits are a major part of a
full-time author’s income, as we get so
little from the sale of our books.
Every time you offer to do it for free or
for very little, you’ve not only taken work
from a serious writer/illustrator but that
school will feel justified in asking for the
same from the next author/illustrator.

Free visits are never valued properly. The
person offering that free visit can also
feel “justified” in not spending the time or
money to deliver a professional talk. It is
a no win situation for everyone all round.
If you don’t feel confident with your
talk – spend time watching other
authors give speeches. Go to public
author talk events, book launches,
conferences. Every time you watch
someone give a professional speech you
are learning what works and what
doesn’t. After you’ve practised at
libraries, you could also ask a local
school if you can practise on their
classes. You’re not giving them a ‘free’
visit – you are practising on their
children. I highly recommend taking a
Vitamin B tablet to calm the
nerves beforehand.
At the moment we have a situation
where some schools will not have authors
come to the schools anymore because
they’ve had a bad experience from a
school visit. Maybe it was done poorly –
or the speaker did not connect with the
age group they were talking to – or they
talked about inappropriate subjects. One
way to tackle this would be for schools to
request visits through agencies such as
New Zealand Book Council, or Getting
Kids into Books Speakers Agency. These
agencies tend to vet their speakers and
they ask for evaluations after a speaker
has had an engagement.
Authors also have a problem when they
mention their fee and the schools tell
them they cannot afford it and try to
bargain it down. Don’t be surprised when
they hire a storyteller or musician for
four times the fee they refused for you.
That happens all the time! If you feel
uncomfortable asking for a fee say you
charge the NZSA recommended fee – put
it on your website. You could also suggest
they charge their pupils a gold coin entry
(just make sure your fee is covered).
Schools must get out of the mind-set
that author talks are free because ‘you’re
just promoting your books’. Part of the
problem is that they think they are
getting free visits from New Zealand Book
Council or from the Storylines Tour. What
they are in fact receiving is a sponsored
visit. The authors and illustrators were
paid and that was made possible by
funding from various grants.
In case you are not aware, authors and
illustrators in Australia receive A$600
minimum for a visit. In England it is
around £300, in America it is US$1,000 –

$2,000. They value their authors and
illustrators. In this country, authors and
illustrators are not even receiving half the
Australian rate. Some people only charge
$100 – that barely covers the petrol
money for some authors.
What will happen if we don’t make
changes? Some of our top authors and
illustrators will leave the country – that
is already happening. Many will decide
they cannot make a living from writing
or illustrating and give up – that is
already happening. Fewer books will be
published – that is already happening.
The publishing industry in this country
will collapse...
Authors, illustrators, schools and other
organisations need to change their
consciousness around this. If all authors
start charging a decent fee we can change
the mind-set of schools. We need to aim
towards the Australian fee in the short
term future. If you don’t feel comfortable
charging a higher fee then go through
agencies only – they will secure it for you.
If you are starting out practise for free in
other places. Make it professional –
receive a professional wage for it!
New Zealand Book Council
Getting Kids into Books
www.bookcouncil.org.nz
www.rosemarytisdall.com
Maria Gill is a qualified teacher. She
has been writing full time for the last
twelve years and has had over 32
children’s books published here
and internationally.
www.mariagill.co.nz

Rick Shera

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
+ Internet Law

Youth
Mentor
Programme
2015
Applications open
2 February
The youth
mentorships
are aimed at
encouraging senior
students in creative
writing. There are 3
places available to
Year 11, 12 and 13
students nationwide.
Each of the
successful students
will work alongside
one of New
Zealand’s bestknown authors in a
10 hour mentorship
during Terms 2 and 3.
This is an exciting
opportunity for
young writers to work
with an experienced
writing mentor and
hone their skills.
For more information and
application form contact

office@nzauthors.org.nz
or download form from our
website from 26 January:

www.authors.org.nz
Deadline for applications

Lowndes Jordan, Barristers + Solicitors, Level 15
PWC Tower, 18 8 Quay Street, Auckland, NZ
p +64 9 309 2500, www.lojo.co.nz

5pm Tuesday April 6, 2015
Subject to Creative NZ funding
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Poetry

Pen Matters

Wild

Aron Atabek (60) is a Kazakhstan
poet, activist, founder of two
newspapers and author
of nine books.

Measure my wild. Down to my last leaf,
my furled, my desiccated. This deciduation,
this bloom. Calculate my xylem levels.
My spore count, fungal, scarlet
in a bluebell glade. Whoosh,
where the foliage closes on a great cat.
Test me: how many tigers in my jungle,
how many lions at roam? Map my rivers,
deltas, estuaries. Mollusc, whelk, worm.
Monitor my silt. Do I have spoonbills,
high-stepping and watchful over the darting fish?
Rainfall on pines. Dappled sunlight
in my dells. Under moss, the fallen log, under
the log the hibernating hedgehog. Late my dates,
or soon? Return of the albatross, godwits
gathering. What clouds me, shifts,
but: indigo thunder-stack, pink wisp. Count the mice.
What will survive me, O my cockroaches, O my lice?
Scaffold me with metal, cage me in glass, tube me,
needle me, fill me, flush me. Saline solution:
the ocean. Oxygen therapy: the sky.
Mineral deficiency: socks off. Soil. Dark
rot, eye-less wriggle, while the roots seek, seek.
Un-diagnosable, that ticklish insect.
Mountain peak speak only snow, and thus
I am diminished; thus I rest in my pulse. Sweet
heart. Monitor my yearn, and treat it with trees.
Un-pane me. Wilden my outlook.
Membrane animal, skin mammal under the osmosis moon.
Allow my tides. All this to say, in love we nest, and on Earth.

Sue Wootton
Joint 2nd place Hippocrates Prize for Poetry and Medicine 2013
Dunedin Writer Sue Wootton has won several awards for her poetry and
fiction. She held the 2008 Robert Burns Fellowship and has twice been
runner-up in the BNZ Katherine Mansfield Short Story Awards. In 2013 she
shared second prize in the International Hippocrates Prize for Poetry and
Medicine for this poem WILD.
A former physiotherapist Sue has along standing interest in the
intersection of sciences and the humanities generally, and poetry and
medicine in particular. She is currently writing a novel called Strip.

www.suewootton.com
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Here is an extract from a poem he wrote for
Deutchland PEN about his Tigriist people:
In the saddles of Hunnish horses
Celestial people
As princes we came to Europe;
A breed of burnished gold.
As Poets-warriors we ascended the throne –
And Seri* became Herr and Sir!
We live in Germanic sagas
In the heroic song of Beowulf
We are alive in the greatest dramas
Faust and Mephistopheles…

Dark Arts:

My Throat Will Die
My throat unable to speak, will die
for the sounds of my homeland.
My ancestors patter will vanish
Like water into sand.
I am a storyteller of immortality
In Semitic and Etruscan tongues;
I am the dust of Turcic dialects
Writing in Russian.
And I myself am a naked tangle of nerves
Pulsating with verses.

Simpson (left) and Alan Loney (right).
Above: Alan Loney and Peter Simpson.
RIGHT: Alan Loney.

Twenty years of the
Holloway Press

* ‘Seri’ means ‘Poet-warrior.’ ‘Tengri’ is the
Mongolian word for ‘sky.’
Aron was arrested in 2006 for protesting the
clearance of a shanty town, he refused to wear
prison uniform and was sentenced to two years
solitary in Arkalyk prison, 1650kms from home.
In 2010 he smuggled out the ms of a work critical
of President Nursultan Nazarbayev who has been
in power for 23 years. The Heart of Eurasia,
is a mixture of poetry and prose. When in 2012,
it was published on the internet, he was put
back in solitary confinement. Then last year,
through European diplomats, his family learnt
he had been shifted, again in secret, to Karazhal
Prison, this time only 1400kms away from his
family. He has been beaten on head and neck
and had an eye injury in an earlier prison fight.
He suffers from heart disease and sciatica but
is denied treatment, or the medicine his family
has delivered. He is not allowed paper or pen
or natural light. He should be released into the
general prison population in December 2014.

TOP LEFT: The Perfect Print. Peter

Francis McWhannell

The Holloway Press, the
University of Auckland’s
fine press, was founded by
Associate Professor Peter
Simpson and master printer
Alan Loney in 1994. The
Press was named for Ron
Holloway (1909-2003)
of the Griffin Press, who
donated the printing
equipment that formed
its basis.

T

he publishing programme of
the Holloway Press centred
on works of special literary,
artistic, scholarly and historical
interest – ill-suited to commercial
publication, but appropriate to the
technology of handpress printing. The
Press thus participated in the tradition

of small press publishing in New
Zealand pioneered by the likes of Ron
Holloway, Bob Lowry, Denis Glover, and
Leo Bensemann.
Loney oversaw the technical
production of all Holloway publications
until his retirement from the University
of Auckland in 1998. After a short period

of inactivity, the Press resumed
publishing in 2001, under the sole
management of Simpson. From that time,
Tara McLeod of Pear Tree Press took on
the design and printing of most
Holloway books.
Upon his retirement from the
Department of English in 2008, Simpson
was appointed part-time Director of the
Holloway Press immediately responsible
to the Dean of Arts. With this change, the
volume of publications increased
markedly, with 15 books released
between 2009 and 2013 when the press
effectively ceased operation.
Throughout its life the Holloway Press
receive broad support from the University
of Auckland, and especially from
Vice-Chancellor John Hood, who awarded
it several grants from his Development
Fund. The Press also relied on the
support of authors, artists, craftspeople,
promoters and patrons, without whom it
could not have flourished as it did.
Publications from the Holloway Press
remain remarkable both for the quality of
their content – with work by some of New
Zealand’s most important creative
personalities – and for their superb
production values. Indeed, after 20 years
of activity it is clear that the Press has
not only dabbled in the dark arts of
printing, it has mastered them.

Sadly the Press is now packed away and no longer in action such a pity after having produced such wonderful books. (Ed.)
The New Zealand Author #299 OCT/Nov/Dec 2014
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Writers on writers

The NZ
Society of
Authors
seeks a PEN
Representative
We are a member
of PEN International,
an organisation that
celebrates literature,
defends freedom of
expression and takes
action when and
where it is needed.

We seek a
representative who
will help raise the
profile of PEN in New
Zealand, identify
issues of concern in
our region and be
a media contact
for freedom of
expression issues.
The successful
candidate will be
supported by the
President of the Society
and the National
Office.
In the past our
representative has,
at their own expense,
attended the annual
PEN Congress and
visited other PEN centres
around the world.
Enduring and rewarding
friendships have come
from these travels.
This is a voluntary
position that will appeal
to a member who is
interested in Freedom
of Expression issues and
has approximately a day
a month to dedicate to
the cause.
Expressions of interest
please email CEO
Jackie Dennis

director@nzauthors.org.nz
or PEN Chair Kyle Mewburn,

mewburn@maxnet.co.nz

Ronald Syme
Richard Webster

On a never to be forgotten
day in 1956, I read a notice at
Remuera Library saying that
Ronald Syme, a well-known
children’s author, would be
giving a talk there.

I

had read several of his books, and
couldn't believe that I was finally going
to meet, not just an author, but one of
my favourite authors. On the day of his talk
I sat in the middle of the front row, and
was captivated as Ronald Syme told his
young audience how he wrote his novels on
tramp steamers while travelling around the
world. I was too shy to ask Ronald Syme a
question afterwards, but apparently I
couldn't stop talking about him
when I arrived home.
A few days later, I visited the
library again. On the notice board
was a letter from Ronald Syme
thanking the library for having him
to speak. At the top of the page was
the address where he was staying in
Auckland. I immediately wrote him a
fan letter telling him how much I
enjoyed his books, and even telling
him which ones I liked the most. I
received a charming letter in reply, and
as a result of that, my parents invited
him for dinner.
That evening changed my life forever.
Ronald Syme arrived with several of his
books. I marvelled at the fact that I hadn’t
read any of them, and he laughingly said I’d
told him which ones I’d read in my letter.
He was a wonderful guest. He captivated us
with delightful stories of his travels,
wartime experiences, and life as a writer.
By the end of the evening, I’d decided to
become a writer. Ronald Syme told me to
contact him if I still wanted be a writer
when I was twenty-one, and he'd give me
some useful advice. Shortly after my
twenty-first birthday, I wrote and told him I
was more determined than ever to become
a writer. I didn’t expect a reply, as the only
address I had was Ronald Syme, Cook

Islands. The reply came by return mail. His
advice was, “Don’t do it! It’s too hard.” His
well meant advice came too late. I hadn’t
published anything at that stage, but I was
working in publishing, and writing in my
spare time.
Ronald Syme was born in County Galway,
Ireland in 1910. At the age of nineteen, he
left home to see the world. He travelled
extensively, and started writing children’s
books in the late 1940s to make extra
money to fund his travels. In 1952, while
working as a journalist in London, he
decided to see if he could make a fulltime
living as a writer. He moved to the Cook
Islands, where he could live more cheaply
than he could in the United Kingdom.
Ronald Syme was a prolific author, and
one of the most valuable pieces of advice
he gave me was to write every day. He
loved writing historical novels for children,
but also wrote crime novels under a
pseudonym, as they made him more money
than his children’s books. My
father, who enjoyed mystery
novels, tried to discover
Ronald Syme’s pen name,
but he wouldn’t divulge it.
It took me many years to
find out what it was.
Ronald Syme was
convinced that to
become a writer, you
also had to be a keen
reader. He had strong
opinions, and told me not to
waste my time reading science fiction.
It took me twenty years to realise I didn’t
need to follow this suggestion. A few
months after having dinner with us, he sent
me a lengthy letter telling me that as I was
a New Zealander, I should read two books
by William Satchell: The Land of the Lost
and The Greenstone Door. I’d hesitate to
recommend these books to a ten-year-old
nowadays, but I ordered them from the
library, and enjoyed both of them.
Ronald Syme influenced my life
enormously. He taught me to write in an
entertaining manner, using short words
whenever possible. He stressed the need to
be prolific to make a good living from
writing. He also told me to use a
pseudonym when writing books in different
genres. I’m still following this advice almost
sixty years later.

Richard’s first book was published in 1972. In addition to 30 books that he ghost wrote for
others, Richard has published 116 books which have been translated into 31 languages and
have sold more than 11,000,000 copies around the world. There are also several unsuccessful
manuscripts hidden in a box in his office.
Ronald Syme wrote 135 books many for children and his pen name was Keith B. Gordon.
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Reviewing
books
David Hill

Virginia Woolf wrote
somewhere that she couldn’t
imagine anything more
depressing than living in a
Sussex cottage with two book
reviews to write by Friday.

A

ctually, I liked the scenario
instantly. But then, I like reviewing.
It’s not an easy thing to say. An
admission that you enjoy reviewing books
is sometimes treated as equivalent to an
admission that you eat your own ear-wax.
It’s a precious reaction, I feel: part of the
posturing that sees your own words as
“creative” while your comments on
others’ words are somehow derivative,
even parasitic.
Why do I like book reviewing? Because I
get paid for it. Not very much, but I’m an
author, so – cue solo cello – I’m used to
that. Mostly it’s monetary payment. In the
case of Radio NZ, it’s book vouchers. I
won’t review for publications who tell me
the book is my fee. Do they tell court
reporters that the visit to the homicide
trial is their fee?
I also get to keep the books. I sell some
to our local library. I give some – cue halo
– to local schools. I even keep some. The
downside is that I can’t give anyone books
for Xmas without picturing them
muttering “Huh, one of his cast-offs,
I suppose.”
I review books also because it gets me
reading work I might not normally read.
And, most importantly, because it’s good
for my own writing.
Reviewing makes me read analytically,
forensically almost. “Books must be read
as deliberately and reservedly as they were
written,” claimed Thoreau. Love that
“reservedly”. Yes, I can enjoy the book
while I’m doing all those -ly things. I can
enjoy it even if it’s rotten (and indeed, I
did agree to review Jeffrey Archer once.)
Reading to review means careful
attention to another author’s style, skills,
substance, as well as their lapses and
longeurs. That has to benefit your own
work. Is any author so vain as to claim
that s/he writes with total disregard for all

the books s/he’s read? Answer: some
authors are – and they’re usually not
very good.
Do I review NZ books? Should I review
NZ books? Yes and yes. Some writers I
respect won’t do so, for the usual,
legitimate reasons: factions, cronyism,
incest. There are some close friends I
won’t review because of our closeness.
There are other NZ writers I won’t review
because I don’t like their work (a cheque
to my address may get you a list of
names), and it would be unfair to them to
have me as a critic.
But otherwise, who better to write a
review than a fellow tradesperson, one
who knows the nuances of the form and
the society in which it’s written? We’re
local guides; we have specialised
awareness. Because we’re writers, we
have some comprehension of the labour
and hope that go into even a bad
publication. And let’s face it, we often do
it a whole lot more elegantly than some of
the non-authors who assess books.
Of course there are vendettas and
puffs. I can name (second cheque, please)
two people whose reviewing seems
grounded almost entirely in rancour and
envy. Sad creatures. But the reviews of
local lit by fellow indigenes in/on NZ
Books, The Listener, Landfall, Radio NZ
etc, are overwhelmingly responsible and
respectful. They’re parts of a trade
discourse which helps keep the said
trade healthy.
I have a few self-set rules for reviewing.
I try never to be clever at an author’s
expense, or to use the book as an excuse
for a rant against my pet hates (third
cheques welcome). I try always to say
what the book is about. (It’s astonishing
how some reviews don’t.) I try to mention
both flaws and felicities.
I’ve offended authors. One told me I
was just jealous. Gosh. A second
threatened me with testicular amputation.
A third said I was a louse on the locks of
literature. Great phrase, eh?
And I’ve been on the receiving end. I’ve
had reviews that made me hide my face in
my hands; that convinced me the word
‘FRAUD’ should be tattooed on my
forehead. I once watched myself fling a
publication that had eviscerated my latest
masterpiece clean across the room. I
thought people did that only in....in books.
But I’d read the review, and for the next
few months, I consciously tried to avoid
certain irritating tics in my writing. The
reviewer had done his/her job.

NZ Society of
Authors seeks
Manuscript
Assessors from
within our
membership
The Society is refreshing
our Assessors list and we
invite you to apply to be
an official NZSA Assessor.
We use Assessors for our
Professional Development
Programmes StartWrite and
CompleteMS. Our objective is to
help writers achieve publication.
Skills required: Prior experience
assessing written work, or in
editing the work of others,
or in teaching writing. Good
communication skills. The ability
to write a report that is informed,
impartial, encouraging and
honest offering constructive
feedback that gives the writer
direction for their next draft.
Applicants must be able to
respond promptly to requests for
assessments and be reliable in
keeping to deadlines.
If you are interested in being an
NZ Society of Authors Assessor
please send us
• your literary CV
• a sample of your analysis
of a text demonstrating an
understanding of what constitutes
good writing
• a testimonial from a past
assessment or from a colleague
You may specify if you wish to
assess work within a specific genre
rather than across genres, please
be clear in your application
about your area of expertise.
Our Assessors are paid based
on word count.
A fee schedule and more
information about the Assessment
reports can be requested.
Please send your application to

office@nzauthors.org.nz
by 6 January 2015.
All applications will be
reviewed by the National
Council.
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Good news

Indie
Book
Festival
There is something to be said
for having a good walk to
inspire our imagination. This
is what happened to Louise
de Varga one morning on her
walk. The idea of an Indie
Book Festival came to her and
she began to wonder why it
hadn’t been done before? She
kept the idea to herself for
about two weeks, pondering
the idea and looking at it from
various angles. Where would
it be held? Who would come?
Would it work? How would it
be funded? She finally talked
about it to her husband who
said “Go for it.”
Her next brave step was to
come to an Auckland Branch
meeting. Not because the
meeting is anything but
friendly but Louise is a new
member and this was only the
second time she had attended.
Here she was about to get up
and promote an idea to a room
full of (she thought) very
experienced writers. She
wondered if she would be
laughed out of the room. Her
prepared speech went out the
window and she just talked
about what she thought could
be done. Louise has such
enthusiasm, such an attitude
that difficulties could be
overcome that by the end of
the night 15 people had signed

For in-depth reviews,
comment, opinion, poetry,
letters and a prize-winning
cryptic crossword.

SubScribe today
www.nzbooks.org.nz
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Louise de Varga

up to take up space in the first
ever Indie Book Festival.
Louise went on to book St
Paul’s church in Devonport a
church now deconsecrated and
used for various events. She had
such a huge response to her
idea from all the Indie writers
that she then went on and hired
the church hall next door.

She put up $500 of her own
money and some other
members of Auckland Branch
donated ‘seed’ money to help
get the event under way.
Louise is such a ‘can do’
person that she soon had
advertising booked – often for
free, and she quickly logged on
to the websites of Eventfinder
and The Big Idea where you
can advertise for free. Soon all
the spaces available in the two
buildings were snapped up and
there was a waiting list. A sign
writer who wanted to have a
space but missed out then
offered to do the signs – which
were big bold and beautiful –
for free as long as his name
was on the bottom of the signs.
On the setting up day Louise

Good News

writer's resource

had some young men help with
carting books in to the two
spaces one of the willing
helpers was someone Louise
had met on the ferry the day
before – got chatting and then
asked him if he would like to
come along and help.
On the day it was freezing
cold but there was plenty of
warmth from all the writers
inside. Some sold books some
made some good network
connections. There were some
downsides. Parking was
difficult and Aucklanders don’t
readily get out of their cars.
The two rooms split the event
in half which was a pity and it
wasn’t easy to get around all
the stalls if you were a stall
holder yourself. These are
problems that are easily fixed.
Louise is now planning the
event for next year. Bigger and
better and a venue with easier
parking and better access. But
whatever the criticisms and
there were a few the important
point is that Louise did it. It
worked and it will get better
and better in the future.
Cheers for the Indie
Writers Festival.

I have just heard that Tom Lodge writing as Tom Ryan has had his book which started its life as an
e-book picked up by a world leading publisher. I have asked him to share some of his secrets in this
edition, see page 14.
Gillian Candler’s new book “Under the Ocean” is the third in her children’s non-fiction series.
This follows on from “At the Beach” and “In the Garden”. Gillian teamed up with Ned Barraud the
fabulous illustrator for the three in the series. The idea for “Under the Ocean” came from school
visits which Ned and Gillian did as a part of NZ Post Children’s Book Awards Festival in 2013. They
talked with children about creatures ‘At the Beach’ and before long the children were telling stories
of electric rays, giant squid and great white sharks. Gillian and Ned realised than that they would
have to write “Under the Ocean” to help satisfy the children’s curiosity – and to dispel a few myths.
Dawn McMillan also has a new book out for children of primary age. “Doctor Grundy’s Undies”.
Dawn has teamed up with illustrator Ross Kinnaird. “When a strong wind blows past Doctor
Grundy’s clothesline, away fly his undies.” The book blends rhyme humour and an undie world tour
with delightful illustrations. Dawn’s previous book “I Need a New Bum” has sold more than 20,000
copies in New Zealand and will have a US edition published soon.
AND Eleanor Catton has said she will give her $15,000 winnings from NZ Post best fiction and
people’s choice prize to set up a new grant for writers, dedicated to giving them time to read.
Successful applicants will be given NZ$3000 and asked to write a short article describing their
reading with no further strings attached. Sounds perfect to me.
Congratulations to Richard Flannagan an Australian who has just won the Man Booker Prize.
This year rules were changed so that American writers could enter for this prestigious award. Nice
that once again the prize came to a writer from the Southern Hemisphere.

Free Leaflets
for members

Marketing Your Book

Members can download leaflets
for free from the members only
section of the website. Members
can also purchase hard copies for
$1.50 each or $15 for the set +
$2 postage. Copies are available
to non-members for $3.50 each or
$28 for the set + p&p
Getting Help with your
manuscript
Copyright
Moral Rights
Publishing in Periodicals
Literary Competition Guide
Anthology Rates
Funding Applications
How to Organise a Literary
Event
Book Sales overseas
The NZ public lending right
explained
International Pen

Booklets (postage is extra)
Digital Publishing Guide by
Martin Taylor
this guide will introduce you to
digital publishing. Its goal is to
explain how you can produce
an ebook and sell it in NZ and
internationally. $16 members ($21
non-members)
The Business of Writing
Your guide to negotiating a
publishing contract $16 members
($21 non-members)
The Self-Publishing Guide
What you need to know to
successfully self-publish your book.
$16 members ($21 non-members)

Everything you need to know about
marketing your book. Discount
offer of $10 for members until 31
December ($21 non-members)
Writers and Tax
How to be a tax-wise writer $16
members ($21 non-members)

Bookshop
All books have a $2 postage
charge per book
The Theatre Writer’s Guide:
Hot tips for Good Scripts
By Roger Hall, Playmarket, 102pp.
A guide to writing plays by one of
New Zealand's best playwrights.
$21.00 ($24.95 non members).
Juicy Writing
Inspiration and Techniques for Young
Writers. By Brigid Lowry. Finalist in
the NZ Post Children & Young Adults
Awards 2009. Brigid takes you on
a journey to discover yourself and
what you really want to say, and
how to make it juicy and original.
NZSA members $20.00 members
($24.99 non members)
Write: A 30-day Guide to
Creative Writing
By Sarah Quigley, Penguin. Write
can be used as a step-by-step guide,
or can be dipped into randomly
for ideas and inspiration. $25.50
($29.95 non members)
So You Want to Write
By Joan Rosier-Jones, Tandem Press,
160pp. A guide to writing from
getting started to getting published.
$24 ($27.99 non members).

Marketing
Your Book
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THE SECRETS OF GHOSTWRITING
By Richard Webster $10 members
$14 non members
How to Write and Sell
Short Stories
by Della Galton $22.99 to
members.
($29.99 non members).
Love Writing – how to
make money writing
romantic or erotic fiction
Sue Moorcroft $22.99 to
members ($29.99 non members).
Wannabe a writer?
Jane Wenham-Jones
$22.99 to members
($29.99 non members).
Writing from the Heart
– how to write for children
Joy Cowley $20 to members
($25.00 non members).
AUTHORPRENESEURSHIP by
Hazel Edwards $22.99 members
$29.99 non members

Discounting
Bookstores
These booksellers give NZSA
members a 10% discount off the
retail price of books.Please support

them. Use your membership card
as identification.
Whangarei – Market Books 85
Cameron St 20% discount
Auckland – Rare Books 6 High
Street; Time Out Bookstore Mt Eden
Village; Unity Books 19 High St;
Pathfinder Bookshop 38 Lorne St;
Women’s Bookshop 105 Ponsonby
Rd; Hard to Find Books 171-173
The Mall Onehunga.
Hamilton – Poppies Bookshop
Casabella Lane, 307 Barton St.
Napier – Beattie & Forbes
Booksellers 70 Tennyson St.
Masterton – Hedley’s Booksellers,
150 Queen St.
Wellington – Unity Books 57 Willis
St; Vicbooks (Kelburn Campus) Level
4 Student Union Building, Gate 3,
1 Kelburn Parade; Vicbooks (Pipitea
Campus), Ground Floor, Rutherford
House, 23 Lambton Quay; Quilters
Bookshop 35 Ghuznee St.
Nelson – Page & Blackmore
Booksellers 254 Trafalgar St.
Christchurch – Scorpio Books 113
Riccarton Rd; University Bookshop
Ilam.; Paper Plus Barrington 15%
discount, Barrington Mall; Piccadilly
Bookshop, Avonhead Mall.
Dunedin – University of Otago
Bookshop 378 Great King St.
Nationwide – Bennetts Bookshops,
www.bennetts.co.nz Selected
PaperPlus stores,
www.paperplus.co.nz

Useful Contacts:
Writers and Tax

Some questions answered
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Offers support to new writers in the
process of getting published. $16
members ($21 non-members)

New Zealand Writer’s
Handbook
Bateman New Zealand Writer’s
Handbook 5th edition. $33 ($35.99
non members)
too Good to miss
56 NZ writers and illustrators for
children and young adults, compiled
by Barbara Murison. $12.00
members ($15.00 non members),
from NZSA bookshop.

Book publicists:

Lorraine Steele, Sarah Gumbley, Lighthouse PR
Steele.lorraine@gmail.com website: www.lighthousepr.co.nz
Angela Radford: angelaradford@xtra.co.nz
Penny Hartill: phartill@xtra.co.nz
Sarah Thornton: sarah.thornton@prcomms.com
Self-Publish as an E-Book Alone:

Kobo Writing Life: www.kobo.com/writinglife
Mary Egan Ltd: www.maryegan.co.nz
Amazon Kindle Direct: www.kdp.amazn.com
Say Books www.saybooksonline.com (small NZ e-book producer)
Lulu: www.lulu.com
Smashwords: www.smashwords.com
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classifieds
No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for claims made in
these advertisements. Casual rates for up to 30 words $45 +GST
or $30 +GST for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Up to 70 words
$80 +GST or $55 for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Payment with
booking. Deadlines for 2015 Feb 2, May 11, Aug 3, Nov 9.
Norman Bilbrough
Manuscript Assessments
Experienced writer, teacher
and assessor of fiction (adult,
teenage and children’s) and
nonfiction. For brochure contact:
2/144 Mairangi Rd., Wilton,
Wellington. ph: 04 4726824
norman@msassess.com or:
http://www.msassess.com/
Member NZAMA
Fresh Words Daily Rae
McGregor MA: Author and
experienced creative writing
tutor. Assessments for fiction
and non-fiction. For a brochure:
Apartment 307, 8 Sydenham
Road, Mt Eden 1024,
Auckland (09) 578 0125 or
email mcgregors@xtra.co.nz
Member NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED Writer
Julia Millen and editor/
designer Lynn Peck offer
professional publishing services
for short-story collections,
personal/family memoirs, local
histories. Contact: Writes Hill
Press (04)4767370 or email:
lynn@writeshillpress.co.nz
GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING
CONSULTANT Highly
experienced former Penguin
NZ publisher. I offer editing,
manuscript assessment,
publishing consultancy,
self-publishing/e-book options.
Fiction and non-fiction.
Member NZAMA. Contact:
geoffwbooks@gmail.com,
09-3788875.
MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS
– SUE REIDY Experienced
assessor of general adult
fiction and YA (teenage) fiction.
Published author of four works
of fiction (three internationally
published). Contact: (09) 378
8883, suereidy@gmail.com.
Digital-First Publishing
for Print and Ebooks
From manuscript or finished
book, publish and market books
and ebooks online. Full-service
publishing support from Martin
Taylor, NZ's foremost digital
publishing expert.
martin@digitalpublishing101.com
LITERARY AGENT I am
seeking the services of the
above. I have published 5
novels. As a truck driver,
marketing of books is not my
forte. jutteez@gmail.com or
Kerry 021 1699095
Freelance editor Over
30 years’ experience: general

fiction, short stories, thrillers,
romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses,
government documents.
References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres.,
RD9, Whangarei 0179 Ph (09)
434-6814, editline@xtra.co.nz.
Member NZAMA.
PROOFREADING Let me
check your work before
you release it to the world.
www.proofreader.kiwi.nz

Writers’ Retreats
Top of the South Branch
Annual Writers' Retreat
2014 7-9th November 2014
at Forest Estate,Rai Valley,
Marlborough. Convenor: Carol
Don Ercolano, Nelson. Enquiries
to: Dot Scott (03)578 8029
email: dotscot@kinect.co.nz
Michael King Writers’
Centre Devonport, Auckland
– Accommodation for writers.
Bedroom with private bathroom
and desk. Broadband. Suitable as
a quiet place to work or as a base
for research in Auckland. Shared
living areas, usually with one other
writer in residence. $195 per
week ($170 for NZSA members),
incl GST. One week minimum.
Lounge may be available for
small literary events. Apply to
administrator@writerscentre.org.nz
or phone 09 445 8451.
Dianne Beatson
Residency Foxton Beach
near Palmerston North. Three
bedroom house with view
available for pleasant, peaceful
writing. NZSA and NZWG
members, $16 per night to
cover expenses. Contact Peter
Beatson ph 06 356 8251
pbeatson@xtra.co.nz

Miscellaneous
Drama assessments
write to Playmarket, Box
9767, Wellington, or email
info@playmarket.org.nz.
A Rare Book – Cilla
McQueen – “An Island”
–.Printed in Mirrorcity
Letterpress, 8 poems on
separate ivory Teton boards with
Celtic ‘dogs’ in magenta and
matrix green. 18pt and 30pt
Garamond type. Tissue-wrapped
in a printed 12 inch record
cover made of thick recycled
board from Groovehouse (US).
An edition of 75 copies, all
signed and hand-numbered
by the poet. $80. Contact
cillamc@clear.net.nz

THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(Pen New Zealand Inc) Te Puni Kaituhi o Aotearoa

NZSA is an association of more than 1400 writers working together to improve
conditions for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers
everywhere whose freedom of expression is endangered.
President of Honour:

Daphne de Jong
President:

Kyle Mewburn
Northland Branch

National Council Delegate

joint with Philippa Werry
Meetings are at Thistle Inn,
Mulgrave Street, Wellington.
Top of the South Branch
National Council Delegate

Diana Menefy

Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.co.nz

Maureen Sudlow sudrm@xtra.oc.nz

Branch Chair

Branch Chair
Secretary

Phyll Holroyd
phyll.margaret@gmail.com
Branch meets on the 3rd Saturday of
every month, except for January.
Meeting venues change monthly so
please contact the chairperson or
secretary to find the next location.
Auckland Branch

National Council Delegate

Brent Leslie

Branch Chair

Kirsten Warner
Secretary:

Thomas Lodge
thlodge@yahoo.co.uk
Branch meets: 1st Friday of the
month. 6.15pm at Room WT1211,
12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr Rutland
and Wakefield Streets, Auckland.
Hamilton Branch

National Council Delegate

Brent Leslie

Branch Chair

Chrissie Ward
cj.ward@xtra.co.nz
Secretary

Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz
The branch committee meets monthly
in Nelson or Blenheim, and regular
events are held in Nelson,
Marlborough and Golden Bay.
Canterbury Branch

National Council Delegate

Jenny Haworth
jjhaworth@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chair

Kathleen Gallagher
doygalpress@yahoo.com
Secretary

Bronwen Jones
bronwenj@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets monthly. Contact
Jenny Haworth for dates and times.
Otago/Southland Branch

Peter Dornauf
peterandclare@xtra.co.nz

National Council Delegate

Huia Naera
huianaera@gmail.com
Branch meets on the 3rd Sunday of
each month 1.30pm at the Onyx
Cafe, 70 Alpha Street, Cambridge.

Jackie Ballantyne jgb2@xtra.co.nz

Secretary

Central Districts Branch
National Council Delegate

Anna Mackenzie
Branch Chair

John Ross
j.c.ross@massey.ac.nz
Secretary

Anne Henderson
ahenderson8@clear.net.nz
Branch meets four times a year,
usually on Sunday pm.
Visitors welcome.
Bay of Plenty Branch
Bay of Plenty branch is in recess
until the next AGM. Members can
still meet informally. If there are any
activities you want to promote please
communicate with National Office
office@nzauthors.org.nz.
Wellington Branch

National Council Delegate

Philippa Werry werry@paradise.net.nz
Branch Chair

Catherine Robertson
Secretary

Vivienne Ball
viviennemayball@gmail.com

Gay Buckingham
Branch Chair
Secretary

Jackie Ballantyne
jgb2@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets on first Monday of
the month.
For details of Branch meetings
contact the Branch Secretary

NZ PEN Centre

PEN International
Representative

Applications open now
WiP Co-ordinator

Lesley Marshall

Consultancy Service

Contact the National Office
director@nzauthors.org.nz
Copyright Licensing
New Zealand

Vanda Symon and Tony Simpson
We also have representatives on the
Copyright Council, the Book Council
International Writers Committee,
the NZ Book Awards Trust Board,
the Book Week Trust Board, the
PLR Advisory Group, the Whitireia
Polytechnic Advisory Committee,
the Burns Fellowship Selection
Committee and the NorthTech
Advisory Council.

